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A Note on the Pragmatics of Interrogativity in Megrelian1 
 
          The modest goal of this paper is to present a few informal observations on certain 
types of Megrelian interrogative sentences, their pragmatic properties and some 
diachronic considerations that we may derive from them. 
          I dedicate this note to the memory of Togo Gudava, who taught me Megrelian in 
1974 and whom I adored as one of the best teachers I had ever had. I appreciated his 
excellent professionality as a linguist and sophisticated expert of his mother tongue, and I 
liked the warmth of his charming personality. His early death was a great loss for 
Georgian linguistics. 
 

1. Syntax was not the main interest of Togo Gudava, but I owe him an etymology 
that is quite important for the history of Kartvelian.2 He told me that Megrelian na-mu- 
corresponds to Georgian ro-mel- (with *-mel > mu3 and na- as a functional equivalent of 
Georgian ro- < *ra-4). This shows that there is not only a pervasive interrogative word 
strategy of subordination that Megrelian shares with Georgian and Svan and which 
distinguishes Kartvelian from the other Caucasian languages (Rogava 1948), but also an 
isogloss connecting both the interrogative pronouns romel- with namu- ‘which’ and the 
Megrelian conjunction na-mu-da with the late Old Georgian conjunction ro-mel. The 
final particle -da seems to be the same as e.g. -da in result clauses (2), in conditional 
clauses (3), in tu ara da ‘if not’ etc. Note that in all these cases -da occurs at the right 
edge of the preceding tone group (Boeder 2005, cf. Tevdora3e 1978:46) and that Makar 

Khubua (= X) faithfully marks these junctures against the rules of conventional 
punctuation (see eg. (25b)):5 
 

                                                
1 I am indebted to Nino Dobordjginidze and Rezo Kiknadze (both Tbilisi) for helpful native 
speaker judgments on Georgian material; to Ivane Lejava and Maia Lomia for questions of 
Megrelian prosody; to Lali Ezugbaia for a detail of Laz; and to Taia Tskhadaia and Paata Tskadaia 
(all Tbilisi) for information on lexical, morphological and semantic matters of Megrelian. They 
should not be  held responsible for mistakes and misunderstandings. The Georgian translations I 
owe to Anton Kiziria (†) and Rezo Sherozia (Tbilisi/Zugdidi). 
2 I cannot exclude the possibility that this etymology has since been published by somebody else. 
3 Cf. Georgian cmel- ‘fat’ = Megrelian cßmu ‘id.’ (Gam9reli3e, Ma4avariani 1965:89; 1982:39). 

The identification of  -mu with the third person pronoun mu- ‘what?’ (Mar7irosovi 1964:190;  cp. 
Cikobava 1936:84: `na- plus mesame piris saxeli mu//muq (namu = ra-vin)~) strikes me as 
very strange. 
4 ro- < ra- is the communis opinio. In view of forms like ra-me-tu I do not feel very comfortable 
with it. – The identification of na- with the first element of Laz na-k ‘where?’, na-6o ‘how many?’ 
(Cikobava 1944:450 apud Mar7irosovi 1964:187) and the Kartvelian variation between Georgian 
ra-, Laz na-, Megrelian mu- and Svan ma- ‘what?’ call for a critical scrutiny. 
5 In the following, interlinear glosses will be given only for some examples to facilitate an 
understanding of the argument. 
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(1) xen2ipesa apu mocineli namu-da, / tito 6oci daxvamiluas ate merckineli adgilsi-e   
(X 12,2-3) 
king.to he.has informed.NOM that, / each man.NOM 
he.should.make.him.meet.with.him this appointed place.DAT-QUOT 
‘It [sc. the dragon] has sent an instruction to the king / that he should send [one] 
man each [at a time] to meet it at this appointed place (xelmwifisTvis aqvs 

SeTvlili, rom TiTo kaci daaxvedros am miCenil adgilaso)’ 

(2)      6urgom tißgura balaveri kuguʔunu namß-da, / mutuns vemnarte (X 86,13-14) 

around such foundation.NOM AFF.she.brought.it.around that / anything.DAT NEG.      
it.can.enter.it 
‘She enclosed it with such a foundation (?) that / nothing can enter it (irgvliv 
iseTi rame Semoayola, rom veraferi ver Seva)’ 

(3) (a) ma tik va-ren-o va-dmaragu-a-da, / (b) mazia minutis dudi me86vati-a (X 1,23-
24) 
(a) I that.ERG NEG-is-Q NEG-it.was.possible.for.me.to.overthrow.him-QUOT-if / 
(b) second minute.DAT head.NOM you.cut.it.off.for.me-QUOT 
‘(a) If I hadn’t managed to throw him over, (b) the next moment you would have 
cut my throat, he said (me is Tu ver wavaqcie, meore wuTSi Tavi momWerio)’ 

 
The provenance of Kartvelian relative and conjunctional clauses from grammaticalised 
interrogative sentences (which seems to be a contact-induced phenomenon) is a 
fascinating problem, but in the following sections we will not deal with the reconstruction 
of the early stages of Kartvelian. We will rather try to understand the internal 
development of some specific Megrelian interrogative constructions. 
 

2. Megrelian has the two basic types of question clauses we know from other 
languages: questions with interrogative pronouns (4) and yes/no questions marked by the 
post-verbal clitic particle -o (5)-(6).6 The verb marked by -o can be followed by same-
clause constituents (7)-(8). Note that -o occurs in the same slot as the clause-final 
conditional subordinator -da (as in (1c), (3a)) and the general subordinator -ni (as in (8)). 
-o, -ni and -da may be preceded by the quotative particle -a: reki-a-v-o? in (6), (9); 

kßmortu-a-da (X 183,33) ‘if he came, he said’, mi2ii-a-ni (Kaßaia s.v. -a) ‘when you told 
me, s/he said’. 
 
(4)      min orek si? (X 70,25) 
          who.NOM you.are you 

‘Who are you?’ 
(5)      midartu-o? 
          ‘Did s/he go (there)?’ 
(6)      nagurepi ko-reki-a-v-o? (X 41,20) 

                                                
6 As a result of regular ellipsis, -o occurs in other positions (after phrasal sentence-fragments): xete 
kimge2onu-o art 3irapat? – art 3irapat-o? ara (Gippert 2010:373) immediately AFF.it. 

pleased.you-Q one seeing.INSTR? – one seeing.INSTR-Q? no ‘Did you like it at first sight? – At 
first sight? No’. Cf. &ar7ozia et al. 2010:306. 
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           having.learned.NOM AFF-you.are-QUOT-J-Q 
‘Are you educated?’ 

(7)      doxasi-o do dozadi-o lebia? (X 191,28)  
you.cooked.it-Q and you.seasoned.it-Q lobio.NOM  
‘Did you cook and season the beans?’ 

(8)      ka29ek-o, artik mazira ßo√ori kimiʔunß-n (X 97,29)  

AFF.you.see.it-Q, one.ERG second dog.NOM AFF.it.brought.it.here-SUB  
‘Do you see that one dog brought the other here?’ 

(9)      si ckimi komonßi va-reki-a-v-o? – ko-v-a – u2u 6ock (X 86,29) 
you my husband.NOM NEG-you.are-QUOT-J-Q – AFF-J-QUOT – he.told.her man-         
ERG 
‘[A wife is unsure if the man who returns after a long time of absence is her 
husband. She asks him:] Are you not my husband? – Yes, said the man (Sen Cemi 
qmari ara xaro? _ kio uTxra kacma)’ 

 
Now consider “rhetorical questions” in Megrelian. Their basic form does not differ 

from ordinary questions. For instance, out of context, (9) can either be read as an ordinary 
question or as a rhetorical question.7 In the given context, it is a negative non-rhetorical 
question with a positive bias (i.e. a positive answer is expected). As a rhetorical question 
it would mean that the positive value of the implicit “answer” is considered to be evident 
(see below).8 

In addition, “classical” rhetorical questions show the usual polarity reversal 
(negative question ~ strong positive assertion, positive question ~ strong negative 
assertion). The following examples have a negative interpretation (“who” ~ “nobody” 
(10), “when” ~ “never” (11); cp. (26d)): 
 

(10) aba mi ʔope u√uru? (X 29,4) 

 now who.NOM s/he.was.PERF immortal? 
 ‘Well, who has ever been immortal?’ = “Nobody has ever been immortal” 
(11) muzansi rdu ma si goxvarudi-n (&ar7ozia et al. 2010:391) 
 when it.was I you I.helped.you-SUB 
 ‘When was it that I helped you? = “I have never helped you” 

                                                
7 However, specific properties of rhetorical questions cannot be excluded. For instance, stress 
pattern and intonation contour may be different. In the absence of any study of Megrelian 
intonation, the question cannot be settled here. 
8 In their chapter on negative forms with a positive meaning G. Kartozia and his co-authors 

(&ar7ozia et al. 2010:391-392) deal with the non-rhetorical variant: tina va-rdu-o ma voʔvilape-n, 

munero getelß 6ini do vara sole mortu-a? ge6viru xelm2ßpek (X 55,28-30) that.NOM NEG-he.was-

Q I I.let.somebody.kill.him-SUB, how he.became.whole again and from.where he.came-QUOT? 
he.was.astonished king.ERG ‘Is that not the man I ordered to be killed? How did he come back to 
life again and from where did he come, the king wondered’  (is ar iyo, me rom movakvlevine, 
rogor gacocxlda (`gamrTelda~) kvlav, anda saidan movida? – gaikvirva xelmwifem). 
This is probably a question with a positive bias and does not have the value of a positive assertion 
of what is evident. The translation `namdvilad is iyo, me rom movakvlevine!~ (ib. 392) seems 
to assume a rhetorical question. 
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(12) cki voret dinapili-ni tina va-ba√udu-a-v-o! (X 3,37) 
 we we.are lost.NOM-SUB that.NOM NEG-it.was.sufficient-QUOT-J-Q 
 ‘[What misfortune led you here!] Was it not enough that we are lost? they said’ 
 

The following negative questions have the same formal properties as ordinary 
rhetorical questions. As far as I can see, they occur only as main clauses; they are 
comparable to the negative question in (9), and as in (7)-(8), the verb+o can be followed 
by all kinds of constituents (underlined in (16)-(24)), even in the case of idiomatic 
expressions, as in (23)-(24). Note that a dependent clause may follow (as in (24)), 
although the scope  of the particle is the whole sentence. However, these negative 
questions (italicised in the following examples) have a meaning that differs from ordinary 
rhetorical questions. This specific meaning is provisonally left out of account in the 
English translation of the following examples.9 The negative particle va, the affirmative 
particle k(o) and the interrogative particle -o are boldfaced. 
 
(13) xen2ßpe, mu ragadi o6o, es vemecandu-o (X 151,18-19) 
 king.NOM, what.NOM speaking.NOM it.is.necessary, this.DAT  
 NEG.he.would.give.it.to.him-Q 
 ‘[The king asks Giorgi what he wants and offers him half his kingdom. Giorgi 
 answers that he wants not his kingdom but a horse.] It goes without saying that the 
 king would give it to him (xelmwife, ra Tqma unda, amas ar miscemda?!)’ 

(14) (a) mertß e osurk (b) do 3ires artiani-n, (c) va kicines-o? (X 145,8) 
 (a) she.went.there this woman.ERG (b) and they.saw.them each.other.NOM-SUB, (c) 
 NEG AFF.they.recognized.them-Q 

‘[A woman recognizes the ring of her husband, from whom she had been separated 
for a long time, and asks her son where to find the man who had given him the 
ring. Her son says: There he is!] (a) This woman went there, (b) and when they saw 
each other, (c) they recognized [each other] (mivida is qali da rom naxes            

erTmaneTi, [gana] ver icnes?)’ 
(15) (a) musi simon6ati ate mar6inek 8ar6i-soro va kigexorcku-o. (b) gaocu ir 6ock, mu  

sa6ureli-ren (X 1,30-31) 
 (a) his.own weight.INSTR this wrestler.ERG pod-like NEG AFF.he.burst-Q. (b) 
 s/he.was.amazed all man.ERG what.NOM astonishing-it.is 

‘[The wrestler laughs at the boy who wants to wrestle with him. The boy seizes and 
lifts him and when he throws him down.] (a) The wrestler burst like a pod because 
of his weight. (b) Everybody was amazed (misi simZimiT es moWidave parkiviT 
ar gaskda? gaocda yvela kaci, ra sakvirvelia)’ 

(16) (a) z√vas dinorena mecxome 6atepi-n (b) tenep-k va-ko-3ires-o 6ar7icka! (c)  

gaßinesß-n, (d) zisnaxe (X 70,9-11) 

                                                
9 This type of rhetorical questions occurs in the Georgian standard language, too: ager ar modis?! 

just.here not s/he.comes = ager axla modis ‘look, there s/he comes!’ (ßorbena3e 1984:166). 

However, I am not sure if all the Megrelian examples given below have an exact Georgian 
counterpart. 
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(a) sea.DAT they.stand.in.it fisher people.PL.NOM-SUB (b) this.PL-ERG NEG-AFF-
they-perceived.it- Q picture.NOM (c) they.looked.at.it-SUB (d) beautiful.girl.NOM 
‘[The girl’s picture fell from the pocket of the vezier’s son into the river and was 
 carried away into the sea.] (a) Some fishermen who stood in the water (b) (these) 
 caught sight of the picture, (c) and when they looked at it, (d) [it was] the beautiful 
girl [i.e. the vizier’s daughter] (zRvaSi rom dganan meTevze kacebi, amaT qe ar 
naxes suraTi? rom gaxedes, mzisunaxavi)’ 

(17) (a) do gvalase mu4o gimelß-n, (b) kvatila va u√un-o sxurs? (c) kimio46irß kvatila 
do meurs (X 174,35-36) 
‘[He took the sheep along] (a) and as soon as he came down from the mountain (b)  
the sheep had a fat-tail,10 (c) he cut off the fat-tail, and he goes on (da mTidam 
rogorc ki Camovida, duma ara aqvs cxvars? moaWra duma da midis)’ 

(18) (a) ßimalenk va mortu-o onßuas? (b) das 6itxes [...] (X 131,3-4) 
‘[The enamoured sister feigns an illness and goes to bed while her brothers are 
away.] (a) Her brothers came [home] in the evening. (b) They asked their sister 
[...] (Zmebi ar movidnen saRamos? das kiTxes [...])’ 

(19) ate ba√anepi venaʔotu-o te osurk 29ars? (X 144,20) 

‘[By deceit the evil woman has arranged a new marriage for the children’s father.] 
This woman threw these children away into a river (es bavSvebi ar Caagdo am 
qalma mdinareSi?)’ 

(20) (a) xen2ßpesi skuak molartß dasuro (b) do va-kßmortu-o te cirasi mumasa (X 
70,12-13) 
‘[After he had got back the girl’s picture which had been recovered from the sea 
(cp. (16)),] (a) the king’s son indeed set out (b) and came to the father of this girl 
[i.e. to the vezier, to ask him for her hand] (xelmwifis Svili wamovida marTla 
da qe ar movida am gogos mamasTan)’ 

(21) (a) atak mu4o kore-n, (b) tenenk va geegu-o, (c) ate ßgiri skua ʔunsß-n tek! (X 

175,8-9) 
(a) here that AFF.is-Sub, (b) these.ERG NEG they.understood.it-Q, (c) this good 
child.NOM it.has.it-SUB this.ERG 
‘[For a week, the man works very hard and does everything in a family.] (b) These 
[people] came to know (a) that he is here [in their neighbourhood and is such a 
good worker], (c) this [other family] who has the good daughter [who everybody 
wants to marry] (aq rom aris, amaT ar gaiges, es kargi Svili rom hyavs, 
aman)’ 

(22) 46ua vo u√un-o 6ocisi! (X 139,9-10) 
‘[The woman who had been transformed into a cow took the basket with her horn 
and hung it up on the fence.] She has the intelligence of a human being (Wkua ara 
aqvs kacis?!)’ 

(23) (a) breli sorisa korena uliri (b) do ate xvamardisi uncasi reizis va kaʔu-o gurk te 

 osurisa (X 75,23-24) 

                                                
10 In spite of Khubua’s punctuation, I understand (b) as a parenthesis and (a) as a clause depending 
on (c) as a main clause. 
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(a) [A queen wants to see her father again and departs with a ship.] (a) [When] they 
had gone very far, (b) [“and”] the chief captain of this ship desired the woman 
[“heart was made towards this woman”] (karga Sors ki arian wasuli da am 
xomaldis ufross mounda es qali)’ 

(24) (a) ase te 6ock vo ucu-o guri, (b) mu4o te cxou mudga ren sxvaneri en (X 139,28-
29)  
‘[The husband comes home with a cow that shows a strangely intelligent behaviour 
 (see (22)). His daughter tells him that his wife had gone to bring him his meal but 
did not return.] (a) Now this man understood [“gave heart”] (b) that this cow is 
something different (axla es kaci qe ar mixvda, rom es Zroxa raRac sxva-

nairi aris?)’ 
 
My tentative conjecture is that in these negative questions the speaker presumes a 

knowledge of the addressee which is not in focus. The addressee is presumed a) to have 
anticipated the possibility of the event11 described in the negative question, and b) to have 
assessed its probability on the basis of his/her knowledge of the previous context, of 
typical properties of human beings of a certain type, of typical event sequences, and the 
like. 

a) The event has been anticipated as a prospective conjecture. In this perspective, 
negative questions of this type seem to be in a complementary distribution with 
evidentials,12 which are retrospective (inferring the past from the present, as in the 
Georgian and Megrelian present perfect etc.) or otherwise non-prospective (as in the so-
called fourth series of Megrelian and in the “admirative” use expressing a “surprise at a 
newly discovered and previously unsuspected fact” (Friedman 1988: 127, emphasis 
mine; Boeder 2000: 288), as in Georgian: ra 6ai 6aci 9opilxar! what.NOM good 
man.NOM you.have.been.PERF ‘What a good man you are! [I had not anticipated this 
fact]’). 

b) The event has been considered to be probable or improbable (epistemic 
modality), and the degree of the anticipated probability correlates with the degree of 
surprise connected with the actual occurrence of the event: the higher the degree of its 
anticipated improbability, the more surprising will it be (“surprisingly”), and vice versa: 
the higher the degree of probability, the less surprising will it be. Indeed, “of course” 
seems to be an appropriate translation in most of the examples given above: “they 
recognized each other, of course” (14), the woman who had been transformed into a cow 
retained the intelligence of a human being, of course (22), etc. (see also the expression of 
high probability and low level of surprise in (13): “it goes without saying”). It is an open 
question if there is a default option in this dimension: since the improbable is inherently 
more “newsworthy”, it could perhaps be (or have become?) a standard reading where the 
probability reading is not evident.13 However, I feel unable to settle this issue on the basis 

                                                
11 “Event” is used here in a general sense: actions, situations, states etc. 
12 Thanks to R. Kiknadze for drawing my attention to a possible connection between evidentiality 
(Georgian turme) and the negative question type discussed here. 
13 T. Tskhadaia’s preliminary impression is that out of context, negated aorist verb questions tend 
to have a surprise reading, and that the affirmative particle k(o)- strengthens this reading (p.c.). 
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of the examples given above, and an adequate description must be left to the intuition of 
the native speakers.14 

c) The event can be desirable or not (attitudinal modality). Accordingly, the 
negative clause can express that the event was hoped for or that it was feared and the like. 
While this is a relevant aspect of textual understanding, I will not consider its impact 
here. 

The expression of presumed anticipation is related to, but not identical with, the 
“classical” concept of rhetorical questions. “Classical” rhetorical questions affect the 
addressee through the blatant contrast between the fact that the truth of its proposition is 
evident (Lausberg 1963 § 445) and the preparatory condition for questions as speech acts 
(namely that the speaker does not know the answer). While the Megrelian construction in 
(13)-(24) resembles “classical” rhetorical questions in that it is not used to ask for 
information,15 but to involve the addressee by appealing to some common knowledge, it 
differs from it by the kind of knowledge that is assumed to be given: it is not the 
knowledge of the event which is assumed to be familiar and evident to the addressee, but 
the knowledge that the event described in the negative question was anticipated as 
possible. This knowledge could be supplied by inference (a king who is ready to give 
somebody half of his kingdom will also be ready to give him a horse (13)) or from 
general world knowledge (that it is probable that sheep have fat-tails (17), that people 
come home from work in the evening (18), that people notice if their neighbours’ man 
proves to be a good workman (21); that it is improbable that a small picture floating in the 
sea will be noticed (16), etc.). Note that the probability assessment and the interpretation 
of the negative clause are controlled by the “background knowledge” of speaker and 
hearer: that a little picture floating in the sea will be noticed (16) may be improbable for 
us, but if people are used to expect extraordinary events of this type in specific structural 
positions of a fairy-tale, it may be taken as a matter of course that the fishermen saw the 
small picture; that a professional wrestler is defeated by a non-professional boy (15) is 
improbable, but he story lets us expect an extraordinary feat; and so on.16 

                                                                                                                                 
Note, however, that the reverse does not hold true: ko- occurs in clauses that can hardly be 
“unexpected”. Cp. (14c), (20b). 
14 [After having completed this paper, I came across the résumé of A. Rostovtsev-Popiel 
(2011:204). His example is: do va-momortu-o and NEG-he.came-Q ‘and do you think he did not 
come?’ (“implying that he did and and the addressee must be surprised”). His outline of a possible 
context is that “the addressee has already heard from the speaker that someone had visited him/her 
to borrow some money, and, in break of decency, came back later again to borrow some more”. 
This surprise reading could be due to an “improbability assessment”, but note that “combining the 
uncombinable” (to use the author’s title) may also result from irony: presenting something that is 
unforeseen as expected could produce an additional “rhetorical” effect. The problem certainly 
deserves an in-depth examination.] 
15 Cf. non sciscitandi gratia assumitur sed instandi (Quintilianus 9,2,7) ‘it is adopted not to ask for 
information, but to press upon somebody’ – contrary to the sincerity condition of  “normal” 
questions. – This is a very simplified concept of  rhetorical questions, but I hope it will perhaps do 
for the present purpose.  
16 Similarly, the attitudinal evaluation of a sentence like: I was walking in the street – and didn’t I 
see Giorgi? may cause happiness or distress depending on individual premises and the context (T. 
Tskhadaia). 
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If “classical” rhetorical questions are basic (given that they are cross-linguistically 
more common), then we may assume that the specific Megrelian use of (negative) 
questions is the result of an extension from a form of immediate givenness (of what is 
evident) to a form of indirect givenness (of what is inferred) which requires an additional 
pragmatic operation. 

There is a partially fixed expression that probably belongs here: vareno ‘isn’t it?’ 

(as in (3a), varduo ‘wasn’t it?’ (as in: si mut va-rdu-o ko-mi2i-ni, irpeli martali ʔope (X 

18,5) you what.NOM NEG-it.was-Q AFF-you.told.me-SUB, all.NOM right.NOM it.was. 
PERF ‘Everything you told me was obviously correct’). If indeed it is restricted to 
subordinate clauses, it seems to be in a complementary distribution with the negated main 
clause questions discussed in this section and possibly shares their specific meaning. 
However, its specific pragmatic and prosodic properties (atonic position after the first 
stressed constituent?) remain to be examined. (For the time being see Lomia 2005:165-
168; &ar7ozia et al. 2010:392-393).17 
 

3. As in many other languages, wh-questions followed by their “answer” have a 
specific pragmatic meaning. Consider the following examples (the relevant constituents 
are underlined). 
 

(25) (a) minilu bosi-k dinaxale. (b) 3iru mara, mu 3iru! (c) irpeli 3virpasi sakonel-ep-it 

epsa koren (X 3,16) 
 (a) he.went.inside young.man-ERG inside. (b) he.saw.something but, what.NOM 
 he.saw.it! (c) everything.NOM precious good-PL-INSTR full.NOM AFF.it.is 

‘(a) The young man went inside. (b) He saw something, but what did he see! (c) 
Everything is full of precious things (Sevida biWi SigniT. naxa magram, ra naxa! 
yvelaferi Zvirfasi saqonelebiT savse qe aris)’18 

                                                
17 Ketevan Lomtatidze (Lomtati3e 1946:342-343) deals with a similar negated construction in the 
Gurian dialect of Georgian which is restricted to subordinate clauses: ikidan k’ar dabrundebá, 
masin unda i6itxo misi ambavi there.from AFF-NEG s/he.will.return, then it.is.necessary 
that.you.ask his/her tale.NOM ‘when/as soon as s/he returns from there, you must ask him/her 
about his/her news’, with the affirmative particle plus negation preceding the verb and a “sharply 
rising intonation” on the right edge of the subordinate clause (-á). Lomtatidze’s description of the 
subordinate clause is quite similar to the one given above for Megrelian main clauses: these 
clauses point to a situation “which is already known to the interlocutors” (maTSi igulisxmeba im 
viTarebis miTiTeba, rac TanamosaubrebisaTvis ukve cnobilia) (p. 344). “Such an utterance 
would be impossible, if we didn’t know.” She calls this property “determinedness” 
(gansazRvruli buneba) and compares it with the meaning of definite articles. It seems to be be 
necessary to differentiate between presupposition and “anticipation” in the sense described above. 
– Lomtatidze’s paper is often cited, but I am not aware of any detailed and systematic study of this 
phenomenon. 
18 Compare a similar passage from a Svan fairy-tale: zural acäd lan9avalte. an7äx ägite-j im 

xosgdi: mica √ärib kor 6etilsv gvesi li (Sani3e, Topuria (edd.) 1939:381,14) ‘The woman went out 
to chat. She came back home, and what does she see? Her poor house is filled with good things’. 
In Svan story-telling, this form seems to be less common than in Megrelian. (Is it a calque of the 
Megrelian idiom?) 
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(26)  (a) gam6aßu 6ari (b) do minaßinu dinaxale-ni, (c) 3iru mara mu 3iru, – (d) mus 

3iruns 6ocisi toli enepisi ußgusis: - (e) sumi angilozi ßgua osurskualepi koxenan do 

ko√ur4ulana (X 3,33-36) 
‘(a) He opened the door, (b) and when he looked inside, (c) he saw something, but 
what did he see! (d) Man’s eye doesn’t see anything better than that [“what.DAT 
it.sees.it man.GEN eye.NOM that.PL.GEN better.DAT”]: (e) Three angellike young 
women sit there and are chatting [“twittering”] (gamoiRo kari da rom Seixeda 
SigniT, naxa magram ra naxa – ras naxavs kacis Tvali imaTze ukeTess: - 

sami angelozis msgavsi qaliSvili (qe) sxedan da WikWikeben)’ 
(27)  (a) tek gerckindu ndikit. (b) erckindu mara muk erckindu? (c) tolk tolisa 

vagaceminu bosis (X 4,29-30) 
‘(a) There a dev appeared, too. (b) He appeared, but what was it that appeared? (c) 
The young man was unable to fix his eye on his (iq gaCnda devic. gaCnda magram 
ra gaCnda? Tvali Tvals ver gauswora biWma)’ 

(28) (a) du29es gurapa. (b) iʔis mara, muk iʔis! (c) keʔanis gasa6virk (X 70,4-5) 

(a) They began to teach [the two children]. (b) Something became of them, but 
what became of them! (c) Something that astounded everyone [sc. became of them]  
(dauwyes swavleba. Seiqnen magram, ra Seiqnen! qveynis gasakviri)’ 

(29) kßdi49 bosik cieba, mara musi? (X 77,15) 
AFF.he.began.it young.man.ERG telling.NOM, but what.GEN? 
‘The young man began to tell [a story to the monk], but on what? [He told him the 
story about his, the monk’s, treachery in the form of a fairy-tale, and the monk 
listens to him.] (daiwyo biWma saubari, magram risi?)’ 

 
The following properties of this construction are of interest here: 

a) It consists of two co-ordinate clauses conjoined by “but˝”, where the second 
clause is a question followed by its “answer”:  

[Xi - but what (+ Xi) ?] – “answer” 
where X is a verb. Its second occurrence can be omitted (by conjunction reduction), as in 
(29). The first co-ordinate clause (with the exception of (29)) is incomplete: its non-
anaphorical object is not specified (it is clumsily translated here by “something” = “it” 
without antecedent), although it is not “commanded” by its second occurrence. 

b) X is a narrative verb form (in the aorist or the historical present). It often denotes 
a perception (“to see”, “to appear”, “to become (apparent)”), but other, semantically 
related, verbs with complements suitable for an “answer” occur as well (“to become 
(apparent)” (28), “to tell” = “to disclose” (29)). 

c) The construction differs from most rhetorical questions in that the relevant 
“answer” is supplied by the speaker himself, and need not be derived by assigning a polar 
value to its proposition. In this, the structure is similar to so-called expository questions 
which the author proceeds to answer himself: What are the main objections to this 
approach? First... (Sperber, Wilson 1986:251). The wh-question and its answer, then, 
belong to the same speaker. In other words, they show no turn-taking (i.e. no transition 
from one speaker to the other). Rather, they are first and second parts of an adjacency 
pair, without being dialogic. 
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d) On the other hand, this “monologic” use shows the same forms of ellipsis as 
dialogic sequences. Compare (28c) with the following Gurian example: 2eviden, mara 
raper 2eviden? – pexsveli! (Ni6olaisvili, to appear) ‘They started, but how did they start? 
– Barefoot!’ 

e) It remains to be investigated if the wh-question in this structure has a falling 
intonation as in its canonical conversational use. The German counterparts of (25)-(29) 
have a rising intonation: the wh-question behaves like a protasis which is dependent on, 
but not subordinate to, the “answer” clause. I have no evidence of this intonation in its 
Megrelian counterpart, but the surmise that it has a rising contour is not improbable. 

f) The “answer” (i.e. the apodosis) expresses something that the subject of the wh-
question (i.e. the protagonist) did not expect. At the same time, the wh-question has a 
preparatory function for the addressee: it is a cataphoric device to alert the addressee to 
the unexpectedness of the subsequent “answer”. The construction postpones the 
specification of the communicative focus (the object) twice: first by the incompleteness 
of the first clause, then by the use of a cataphoric wh-question. The conjunction 
introducing the second clause (“but”) indicates that the communicative point is not that 
the protagonist saw something but what he saw. The lack of newsworthiness of “seeing 
something” is opposed to the informational load of its answer. 
 

4. Finally, there is a dependent clause type with a marker -o- that has attracted the 
particular attention of kartvelologists over the past decades (Hewitt 1987:142, Harris, 
Campbell 1995:296, Axalaia 2004:147, Lomia 2005:171-174; &ar7ozia et al. 2010:396-
398). 

Firstly, there seems to be one type of conditional clauses which is marked by the 
clause-final interrogative marker -o. The only example I am aware of is the one provided 
by Giorgi Rogava (1948:366): 
 
(30) komucan-o dogirtunank  
 you.will.give.it.to.me-Q I.will.turn.it.back.to.you 
 ‘If you give it to me, I’ll give it back to you’ 
 
The dearth of material prevents me from discussing this form in detail, but it should be 
obvious that it parallels conditional clauses which developed from “verficational” yes-no-
questions (“Vergewisserungsfragen”, Hofmann 1936:109 §103) in many languages 
(Boeder 1993-94:35; 39) – but probably not in Georgian.19 The Megrelian conditional 
clause in (30) could be a calque: in Turkish, the interrogative post-verbal clitic –mi has 
the same function (Lewis 1975: 267). 

                                                
19 Old Georgian seems to avoid constructions like (30). Cp. the Greek original: dédesai gunaikí? 
mè: zé:tei lúsin (I Cor. 7,27) ‘Art thou bound unto a wife? Seek not to be loosed’ with the 
conjunctional construction in: se-tu-9opil xar colsa, nu ganu7eveb ‘if you are bound to a wife, do 
not let her go’. - Georgian asyndetic conditional clauses are inconclusive in the variants that lack 
the interrogative article -a: tetr 3uas gaxsni, tetri 7anisamosit, iara√it da cxenit iknebi 

gam[o]29obili (Bleichsteiner 1919:122) ‘If you detach a white horse-hair [white horse-hair.DAT 
you.will.detach.it], you will be equipped with a white shirt, weapon and horse’. I have no example 
of a conditional clause from the Mountain dialects that have interrogative -a . 
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Second, there is a formally identical clause type in the following examples: 
 
(31) (a) mertes-o – (b) mi6-mi6i kugurena 6ata (c) do mudgareni 2amals getka6irana 

xanis skuas (X 15,32) 
‘[Everywhere they looked for the khan’s  son and came to some place.] (a) When 
they went there, (b) [they saw:] people are standing around in a circle (c) and 
bandage up the khan’s son with some remedy (rom mividnen, irgvliv dganan 
xalxi da raRaca wamals uxveven xanis Svils).’ 

(32)  (a) ußines-o – (b) art 6oc didi sxuris kudi kigiotß (X 69,14-15) 
‘[On the fourth day they went there.] (a) When they looked, (b) [they saw:] a man 
has a large sheep-skin cap on him (rom uyures, kacs didi cxvris qudi 
axuravs)’ 

(33) (a) samar3gvanose mi6aßinu-o, (b) 4i4e oxvameßgura ʔude ko3iru (X 3,32-33) 

‘(a) When he looked over from the right side, (b) he saw a little shrine-like house 
(marjvnidan rom gaixeda, patara salocavis msgavsi saxli naxa)’ 

(34) (a) kimertß osurk (b) do gamna29ß skartuni-o, (c) musi cira skualepi √urelo ko3irß   
          (X 78,26-27) 

‘(a) His wife went there, (b) and when she pulled the cover away, (c) she saw her 
daughters dead (mivida coli da rom gadaxada sabani, Tavisi qaliSvilebi  
mkvdari naxa)’ 

(35) (a) kimert xolosa-v-o, (b) a, musi delmaxoresi osuri (X 17,8-9) 
(a) he.went near.to-J-Q, (b) lo!, his.own neighbour.GEN wife.NOM 
‘(a) When he got closer, (b) here [is] his neighbour’s wife! (rom mivida axlos, 

ai misi mezoblis coli)’ 

(36) (a) spickas mun7u-o, (b) 6ocepi dino26ar dudi 6vatili (X 40,24-25 apud Kaßaia s.v. 
-o) 
(a) match.DAT she.set.on.fire-Q (b) man.PL.NOM they.are.laid.down head cut.off. 

NOM 
‘(a) When she struck a match, (b) [she saw:] the men are stretched out with their 
heads cut off (asanTs rom moukida, [naxa / ras xedavs?] kacebi Cawyobilia / 
awyvia TavmoWrili)’ 

(37) (a) bosik eselß do gißinu-o, (b) va kicinu-o 3√abi (X 134,2420) 
(a) young.man.ERG he.came.up and he.looked-Q, (b) NEG he.recognized.her-Q 
girl.NOM 
‘[The young man was pulled out of a well.] (a) When the young man came up and 
looked, (b) he recognized the girl [“didn’t he recognize the girl?”] [with whom he 
had spent three days and three nights] (biWi rom amovida da gaixeda, ar icno 
gogo?)’ 

 
a) On the basis of example (37), the particle -o in these clauses has been identified 

with the interrogative particle -o.21 If we take this identity for granted, the -o-clause 

                                                
20 The location and the wording of this passage are wrong and incomplete in Abesa3e 1963:18, and 
hence in Hewitt 1987:142, Harris,Campbell 1995:296 and Axalaia 2004:147. 
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construction can be considered to be the result of a reanalysis: the question clause 
followed by its “answer” could be analysed as a dependent clause by assigning -o to the 
same slot as, for instance, the clause-final general subordinator -ni.  

b) Note, however, that the position of -o in dependent clauses differs from the 
position of the post-verbal -o interrogative marker. 1) As we saw above (2.), the latter, but 
not the former, may be followed by same-clause constituents.22 This restriction results 
from the fact that the dependent -o-clause has lost its main-clause privilege (which allows 
a less restricted word order). In (8) , the scope of -o is the whole sentence, in (31)-(37) it 
is only the clause in which it occurs.  2) In the dependent clause, -o is in a final position, 
like the subordinator -ni in (14b) and (26b), but not (necessarily) post-verbal (see (35)). 
The reanalysis presupposes an interpretation of the original post-verbal position of -o as a 
clause-final position where the two coincided (as in (9)).  

c) This analysis is supported by the fact that -o retains the original stress pattern: a 
dynamic stress falls on the syllable preceding it both in yes/no questions ()ipsi3e 

1914:092: rágadans ‘s/he speaks’ vs. ragadáns-o ‘does s/he speak?’, midártß ‘s/he went 
there’ vs. midartú-o ‘did s/he go there?’) and in dependent -o-clauses (&ar7ozia et al. 
2010:396: “in7onaciuri maxvili”). At the same time, this persistent stress pattern in o-
clauses contrasts with the stress pattern of subordinate clauses with -da (in (3)) and -ni (in 
(12), (26b)): although -o in dependent clauses occupies the same slot as the subordinator -
ni, the latter does not have a stress on the penultima like the former: komórtu-ni ‘when 

                                                                                                                                 
21 Hewitt (1987:142; similarly Boeder 2005:19). There are other theories. Cikolia (1977:87 apud 
&ar7ozia 2010:397-398; this article is inaccessible to me) suggests the following development: 

ußinu+ore ‘s/he looked at it + it.is’ > ußinu-o. I cannot discuss this hypothesis here, but I should 

like to mention a few problems: a) In other contexts, the usual reduction of the copula is ore(n) > 
re. b) The other particles containing ore(n), e.g. va-ren-o ‘NEG-it.is-Q’ (&ar7ozia 2010:392-393), 
have a non-final position (see (3a) and the final paragraph of 2.). c) It is not clear to me what kind 
of meaning ore(n) could contribute to the construction: what is the semantic connection between 
“it is” and “immediate succession” and “surprise”? An additional argument comes from a contact 
language of Megrelian, Abkhaz. As pointed out by Hewitt (1984:14; 1987:46), Abkhaz has an 
exact formal counterpart  (a clause-final interrogative particle -ma in the protasis) with exactly the 
same specific meaning. Whatever the direction of code-copying was in this case, Megrelian or 
Abkhaz speakers must have understood the construction of their respective neighbour language as 
interrogative. – It may well be that Abkhaz -ma is a calque of Megrelian -o, just as the use of 
Megrelian -da in echo-questions was perhaps borrowed into Abkhaz (Hewitt 1991). 
22 Therefore the following example is problematic: eper muk anga3iru, / ckimda kisxune-o tina? 

(first lines of poem no. 178 in Gudava (ed.) 1975:91) such what.ERG it.has.appeared.to.you / to.me 
you.preferred.it-Q that.NOM? Axalaia (2004:148) translates: “what did you see (such) that you 
prefer it to me?”). He seems to interpret the second clause as an asyndetic result clause (with the 
correlative eper: “such (...that...)”). But -o-clauses always occur as protases and do not allow 
postverbal constituents such as tina. As it stands, the second clause is a main clause question. – 
The same applies to the following sentence where the interrogative clause precedes the main 

clause: tina va-rdu-o, ma voʔvilapen? (see footnote 8). Consider also: esma6em-k gogonu-o / 

6alam tik agickaru? (Gudava (ed.) 1975:120) devil.PL-ERG they.inspired.you-Q / pen.NOM 
that.ERG it.accelerated.it.for.you ‘Did the devils inspire you to take the pen?’ The English 
translation (Axalaia 1999:538) is appropriate, but it doesn’t render the syntax of this sentence. 
Again, I understand the second clause as an asyndetic result clause (“so that it ...”). 
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s/he came’ (and not *komortú-ni), ko3iru ßo√óri-ni ‘when s/he saw the dog’ (and not 

*ko3iru ßo√orí-ni) (Gudava 1969:110). On the other hand, the intonational contour of 

independent yes-no-questions and of dependent -o-clauses differ: while questions have 
their characteristic pitch movement on the syllable preceding -o (Z√en7i 1953:195), their 
dependent clause counterparts probably have not, and behave like subordinate clauses.23 
Lexically conditioned patterns (e.g. the stress patterns of -o and -ni) seem to persist better 
than intonational contours, which change as a result of reanalysis (the question being 
integrated into a sentence as a protasis). 

d) -o-clauses are considered as temporal clauses (Hewitt 1987:142; similarly 
Boeder 2005:19).24 However, the usual syntactic tests do not fare well: ti26ßma ‘then, 

maSin’ etc. could perhaps be substituted for the –o-clause (34b) (“then she saw...”), but 
not e.g. for (32a), (35a). The result of the question-test is even worse: continuing (34) we 
may try to ask: “(I don’t understand:) When did his wife see her dead daughters? – When 
she pulled the cover away.” In Megrelian, a similar question can be answered by a 
temporal clause (as a sentential fragment, as in (38a-c)), but an -o-clause (38d) seems to 
be completely unacceptable:25 

(38) (a) gamna29ß skartuni-ni (she.pulled.it.away cover.NOM-SUB) 

 (b) muzams skartuni gamna29ß-ni (when she.pulled.it.away cover.NOM-SUB) 

 (c) skartuni gamna29ß do xate (cover.NOM she.pulled.it.away and then instantly) 

  (d) *gamna29ß skartuni-o (she.pulled.it.away cover.NOM-Q) 
 

A possible hypothesis is that constructions with -o-clauses are co-ordinate constructions. 
In this analysis, the -o-clause is dependent on its subsequent co-ordinate clause (since it 
cannot occur without the latter), but it is not subordinate to it. Semantically, it provides a 
temporal reference point for its subsequent co-ordinate clause (as is shown by the 
possibility of (38a-c)), but it is not its constituent. Since its intonational contour does not 
differ from that of subordinate clauses (see section c) above), it remains to be investigated 
if the first conjunct of Megrelian co-ordinate sentences have the same intonation contour 
as subordinate clauses preceding their main clause. Note that co-ordinate first conjuncts 
are similar to subordinate clauses: as in subordinate clauses, they form a protasis with a 
clause final conjunction and a pause following, rather than preceding it (for Georgian see 

Tevdora3e 1978:46 and 78; Boeder 2005:19-23). Note the comma in (25b), (28b) and: 
 

(39) va-debßeri mara, midamʔon (X 44,18) 

NEG-I.believed.it but, he.lead.me.away 

‘I didn’t believe it, but he took me along (ar davijere magram, wamiyvana)’ 

                                                
23 Hewitt 1987:142. His observation was confirmed by I. Lejava and M. Lomia (p.c.), with the 
reservation that the impressionistic observation needs to be substantiated by phonetic research. In a 
small-scale experiment conducted by M. Lomia, some Megrelian students distinguished the 
intonational contours of interrogative and temporal clauses, others did not. 
24 Abesa3e (1963: 18) and, following her, Lomia (2005:171) confine their discussion to a general 
description (“hypotaxis”), without specifying the type of adverbial clause they represent. 
25 For these data and their evaluation I am indebted to T. Cxadaia. 
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If our hypothesis is correct, -o parallels mara in (39) in marking the first conjunct of a co-
ordinative construction. This would explain the inacceptability of (38d) as an answer. 

e) From a pragmatic point of view, dependent -o-clauses differ from questions: 
they have no independent illocutionary force (“question”), and their proposition is 
presupposed as in subordinate temporal clauses. 

f) The meaning of the construction is not just that event B (maybe incidentally) 
follows event A in immediate succession (“as soon as”), as in the clauses marked by ... 
mu4o ... n(i) (see (17a) and (21a), where -ni is the clause-final general subordinator and 
mu4o ‘as soon as’ (< ‘how?’) specifies the temporal proximity between the events of the 
clauses).26 

Firstly, as far as I can judge from a restricted material, the apodosis describes the 
protagonist’s perception which is contingent on or “prepared” by the action described in 
the protasis: X’s looking towards Y (as in (32)-(33), (37)) / X’s uncovering Y (as in (34)) 
/ X’s going to Y (as in (31), (35)) / X’s striking a light (as in (36)). These actions enable 
X to perceive Z. The precondition meaning connects this construction with the 
conditional meaning in (30). However, it may be an epiphenomenon of temporal 
succession and of a same-subject constraint (see below).  

Second, the -o-clause cataphorically signals to the addressee that the event 
described in the apodosis is unexpected. Specifically, it is unexpected for the protagonist, 
like the “answers” to the wh-questions described above (3.f). In fact, a paraphrase of the 

apodosis could be: 3iru mara mu 3iru ‘s/he saw (something), but what did s/he see? + 

                                                
26 The Georgian construction with tu ara ‘or not’, which Hewitt (1984:13-14; 1987:141) discusses 
as an example of a parataxis-based construction, comes closest to the temporal -o-clauses of 
Megrelian: meore d√es gatenda tu ara, xelm2ipem seirto uncrosi da (Bleichsteiner 1919:88) 
second day.DAT it.dawned or NEG, king.ERG he.joined.her younger.NOM sister.NOM ‘The 
following day, when it dawned, the king married the younger sister at once’. An equivalent of 
(34b) would be: gamna29ß skartuni do varß-ni she.pulled.it.away cover.NOM and NEG-SUB ‘when 

she pulled the cover away’, but this form seems to be less natural in Megrelian (T. and P. 
Tskhadaia, p.c.), and it could be a calque of  Georgian: gadaxada sabani tu ara she.pulled.it.away 
cover.NOM or NEG. (It is interesting that this sentence passes the question test of  true temporal 
clauses: rodis seirto umcrosi da? – meore d√es gatenda tu ara ‘(I don’t understand:) When did the 
kind marry the younger sister? – As soon as it dawned the next day’.) While this construction 
shares the immediate succession meaning with the Megrelian -o-clause construction, it does not 
show its unexpectedness meaning and its explicit or implicit same-subject constraint. In addition, 
while the Georgian protasis contains the disjunctive question marker tu, its Megrelian counterpart - 
as far as I can see - does not. Compare Georgian 2avida tu ara ‘barely had s/he gone (when...)’ 

with its Megrelian counterpart: midartu vara ‘s/he.went NEG’ (ßikia 1967:377), without any 
interrogative element. However, the Megrelian form is close to its Turkish equivalent: gider gitmez 

(ßikia ib.; Harris,Campbell 1995:297; cp. Hewitt 2001:138) s/he.go.AOR s/he.go.NEG.AOR, 
although it lacks the repeated verb form of Turkish. The Laz form, on the other hand, is an exact 

calque of  the Turkish expression: idu var-idu-ja-si (ßikia ib.) s/he.went NEG-s/he.went-QUOT-GEN 

(where the genitive is the functional equivalent of Megrelian -ni). Thus we have similarity cline: 
Georgian < Megrelian < Laz < Turkish. 
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apodosis (i.e. the object of ‘to see’).27 Hewitt (1984:14; 1987:146) rightly points out that 
“this structure [in the Abkhaz28 counterpart of the Megrelian construction] still preserves 
its putatively original expressive character and thus tends to occur only under special 
circumstances (usually confined to folktales or literature), and this may be captured by 
employing the archaic and similarly expressive interjection ‘lo!’ at the start of the main 
clause in the English translation.” Note that lo is the standard translation of the Hebrew 
biblical deictic interjection we-hinne (see Johannessohn 1937:179-215, Boeder 1983:291), 

which produced so many calques in the Christian world: Greek kaì idoú, Old Georgian da 
aha esera, Russian i se, Italian ed ecco, German und siehe etc. Similar to Megrelian -o, 

we-hinne is very often preceded by a “preparatory action”: looking, going to, opening 
(Johannessohn 1937:181). A form with a similar meaning occurs in (35): Megrelian a (= 
Georgian ai ‘(look) here’) is a deictic interjection which behaves like a verb of seeing or 
showing in that it occurs with a “complement”: a noun phrase (as in (35) and (40)-(41)) 
or a finite-verb clause (as in (42)). 

 
(40) a skani bircxa! () 100,7) 

here your finger-nail.NOM 
‘[He took the finger-nail out of his pocket and said…] Here is your finger-nail!’ 

(41) a, skua, uskuri! () 92,34) 
here, child, apple.NOM 
‘Here, my daughter, take this apple [and give it to the man you want to marry]!’ 

(42) a, baba, atena mide√i  (X 195,22)  
here, father.NOM, this.NOM take.it.away 
‘[A hundred roubles he kept for himself and another hundred roubles he gave to his 
son:] Here, my dear son, take this along [and make reasonable use of it]’ 

 
A verb of seeing (in a broad sense) is present in the apodosis of (33b), (34c), (37) 

and (35) (if we include the deictic particle29), but not in (31)-(32), (36). However, there is a 
clear indication of its presence on the semantic level: (32) does not mean that the man had 
a hat on when they looked (i.e. the temporal clause determines the point in time when they 
saw the man, not when the man had a hat on) and specifies the precondition of the act of 
seeing, and not of the man’s having a hat on. In addition, it is a general feature of narrative 
texts that the protagonist’s perception is metonymically implied by the expression of what 
is perceived. (Cp. (16d), where a main-clause verb of seeing is understood: “when they 
looked at it, [they recognized] the girl”.) The positing of an implicit verb of seeing allows 
us to formulate a same-subject-constraint: the protagonist is the subject of both the protasis 
clause and of the explicit or implicit verb of seeing. The (explicit) verb of seeing has a 

                                                
27 T. Tskhadaia (p.c.) confirms this: in addition to temporal succession, -o signals “astonishment” 
and “amazement” (gaoceba, ga6virveba) 
28 It is not impossible that the Abkhaz construction is a calque of the Megrelian expression, just as 
the use of Abkhaz -da in echo-questions was probably borrowed from Megrelian (Hewitt 1991).  
29 The deictic particle a(i) presupposes a person (a centre of consciousness) who perceives what is 
expressed by its complement. In (38)-(40) this is the addressee (the subject of “Look!”), but in 
(35), it is the protagonist. 
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narrative form with the same restriction on tenses as in the wh-construction (see section 
3.b). 

g) If -o is indeed -o is etymologically identical with the interrogative particle, this 
interpretation has an important advantage: same-speaker question-answer pairs are a good 
basis for the coding of clause combining, since they form a bi-sentential (non-syntactic) 
unit: an adjacency pair in which the first part (the question) calls for a second part (the 
answer). This would also explain why -o-clauses must precede their main clause.30 
However, the formal argument suffers from a weakness which – mutatis mutandis – we 
know from “root etymologies” whose semantic side is based on a semantically abstract 
common denominator of items occurring in different words, without the conditions of their 
divergence being specified. Assuming an extension from questions to dependent clauses 
does not help us to understand the specificity of the construction and the divergence 
between question and -o-clause. That “questions and dependent clauses share certain 
logical properties [sc. non-assertiveness] and that this makes extension from one to the 
other possible” (Harris, Campbell 1995:298) cannot explain the very specific semantic 
properties of -o-clause constructions (see also Hewitt 2001:137). By contrast, consider a 
construction like: 

 

(43) gind me3inos, mainc sul-si mizixar (Grigol Orbeliani) 
 even.if I.sleep.AOR.SBJV, even.so soul-in you.sit.for.me 
 ‘Even if I sleep, you are in my soul’ 
 
The specific meaning of this concessive construction can be derived from a paratactic 
structure that accounts for its specific meaning:31 “you want32 that I sleep? Then too you sit 
in my soul”.33 However, I haven’t found yet a comparable structure “question + answer” 
where the answer expresses something (un)expected.34 In this sense, our discussion is 
inconclusive. If the Megrelian construction is a calque of its Abkhaz counterpart, and was 
not copied from it, the problem will be shifted, but not solved. 

                                                
30 A similar argument is adduced by Hewitt (1984) with regard to the preposed temporal clauses 
marked by final tu ara in Georgian (tu marks alternative questions). 
31 Note that a paratactic structure does not by itself “explain” subordination, and its assumption 
does not mean that there existed no subordinate structure which provided the pattern that could be 
extended to the paratactic structure by analogy; nor does it deny uniformitarianism, as if parataxis 
were “intrinsically early” and hypotaxis “intrinsically recent” – by a kind of “qualitative 
inspection” (Hoenigswald 1990:128) that has become largely obsolete since the second half of the 
19th century (see e.g. Paul 1920:145 (11880); Boeder 1993-94). 
32 gind < ginda ‘lit.: you.want’; cp. Latin vel (< velis in alternative questions: “You want (the 
alternative) X? [You want non-X? All the same] then Y”) and quamvis ‘although < however much 
you want’. The semantic specificity of the underlying Georgian and Latin structures and the 
process of “bleaching” cannot be discussed here. 
33 For some discussion of parataxis and its relation to conversational structure (Levinson 1983 
§6.4.3) see Boeder 1993-94:35-37. 
34 Similarly, I am not aware of a parallel from other languages where a yes-no-question is at the 
root of a temporal dependent clause, but this gap may already have been filled by somebody else. 
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5. The interrogative constructions reviewed here belong to the distinctive structures 
of Megrelian and its Kartvelian neighbour dialects.35 All three deserve an in-depth study 
on the basis of systematic fieldwork, but even the outline given above shows that they 
cannot be described without reference to pragmatic facts. Interrogative constructions are 
an eminent resource of pragmatic, addressee-related expression and of textual clause-
combining. The specific constructions described in the preceding sections (2.-4.) are 
related to, but not identical with, the more basic forms of interrogative sentences. This 
relationship is of a different type in each of the constructions. 

a) In the first case (2.), the use of rhetorical questions was extended to a different 
type of knowledge characterising their implicit answer, at the same time preserving the 
grammatical structure of the “classical” variant. 

b) The wh-clause construction (3.) is a sequence of two co-ordinate clauses plus the 
answer to the second (to the question). Its structure (including the conjunction “but”, the 
choice of tenses etc.) is largely fixed and idiomatised, and its meaning is non-
compositional in the sense that the unexpectedness meaning is expressed by the whole 
construction rather than by its parts. 

c) In the -o-clause construction (4.), some formal features of the presumed 
underlying question (the morphological shape and its lexically conditioned stress pattern) 
persist in the protasis, which is otherwise adapted to the form of a dependent clause and 
has lost its illocutionary force. The subordinator -o of the protasis signals the immediate 
succession relation between protasis and apodosis on the one hand, and two properties of 
the main clause apodosis on the other: the unexpectedness of its proposition and the fact 
that the event described in it is perceived by the subject of the protasis, i.e. the protagonist. 

d) The best-known interrogative constructions are those grammaticalised as relative 
clauses. Their Megrelian type and its etymological equivalent in Georgian constitute an 
early isogloss of Kartvelian syntax (1.).  

These four forms show a gradience with regard to the degree of the adressee’s 
involvement: the “rhetorical” question directly invokes the knowledge of the addressee; 
the wh-question construction involves the addressee by “withholding” the newsworthy 
information and by asking a cataphoric question, but the perspective is that of the 
protagonist who is surprised at what he sees; in the -o-clause construction the adressee is 
not formally involved: it is only the protagonist’s perspective that matters. Finally, in the 

                                                
35 The constructions described in the sections 2. and 3. probably are an areal phenomenon. They 
also occur, for instance, in the Gurian dialect of Georgian (which in addition to being an 
immediate neighbour of Megrelian has a Megrelian/Laz substrate). Consider the following 
passage, where both  constructions occur: da√amebulia u6ve, a√ac cana aperi da sevsindito: vin 
mua, sa mua, vis usvelot, ra vknat?! ucpatai ager k’ar gamuarda usvelebuli √orio?! 8iri dapcenili 
ak, duzi mozdiva, tvalebi ak ga2itlebuli, gasisxlebuli da mua, mua, mara ras mua?! muak 
9oveliperi! (Ni6olaisvili, to appear) ‘It was already night, nothing could be seen anymore, and we 
were frightened: Who will come, where will he come, who shall we help, what shall we do? 
Suddenly there rushed out a huge pig [“here AFF NEG it.rushed.out huge pig.NOM.QUOT”]. Its 
mouth is wide open, its slaver is dripping from it, its eyes are red and bloodshot, and it is coming, 
coming, but for what is it coming [“it.comes, it.comes, but what.DAT it.comes”]? It carries 
everything along!’. 
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relative and conjunctional clauses derived from interrogative constructions, neither the 
addressee nor the protagonist are involved. While a) and b) show a development of new 
specific “intersubjective” meanings (Traugott 2005), c) and d) show a loss of addressee-
related features, which is a corollary of the loss of an independent illocutionary force in 
subordinate clauses; on the other hand, these clauses gain of a textual meaning (viz. clause-
combining). 

 
Abbreviations 
 
ADV adverbial case 
AOR aorist 
AFF affirmative prefix 
AOR aorist indicative 
DAT  dative 
ERG ergative 
GEN  genitive 
INSTR instrumental 
J juncture (glide) 
NEG negation 
NOM nominative 
PERF perfect 
PL plural 
Q question marker 
) )ipsi3e 1914 

QUOT quotative 
SUB subordinator 
SBJV subjunctive 
X  Xubua  
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vinfrid boederi 
 

kiTxviTi konstruqciebis pragmatikis Sesaxeb megrulSi 

 
 kiTxviTi konstruqciebi warmoadgens pragmatuli, adresatTan dakavSire-

buli aspeqtebis gamoxatvisa da teqstSi winadadebaTa kombinirebis gansakuT-
rebul saSualebas. am statiaSi aRwerili specifikuri konstruqciebi ukavSir-
deba kiTxviTi winadadebebis bazisur formebs, magram ar aris maTi identuri. 

 a) `klasikur~ ritorikul SekiTxvebs adresati im kontrastis safu-
Zvelze aRiqvams, romelic arsebobs misi Sinaarsis `aSkara~ WeSmaritebasa da 
kiTxvis rogorc sametyvelo aqtis mosamzadebel pirobas Soris (igulisxmeba 

is garemoeba, rom kiTxvis avtorma ar icis pasuxi). megrulSi (2.) aseTi 
gamoyeneba vrceldeba codnis gasxvavebul tipze: `(xelmwife SeekiTxa: _ ra 
ginda mogceo; am saxelmwifos naxevars mogcem. giorgim uTxra: me ar minda 

Seni saxelmwifo, me mindao erTi cxeni) xelmwife, ra Tqma unda, amas ar 
miscemda?! [xenwife, mu ragadi oko, es ve meCanduo]~ (xub. 151,18-19). aq 
igulisxmeba, rom Txrobis adresati SeZlebda a) winaswar ganeWvrita 

uaryofiT kiTxvaSi aRwerili movlena (qmedeba, situacia, mdgomareoba da a.S.) 
da b) ganesazRvra misi albaToba (epistemuri modaloba) teqstis wina nawi-
lis, garkveuli tipis adamianebisTvis damaxasiaTebeli Tvisebebis, movlenaTa 

tipuri Tanmimdevrobis da msgavs garemoebaTa safuZvelze. Cvens magaliTSi es 
albaToba maRalia, radgan logikurad mosalodneli iqneboda mefis aseTi 
qmedeba (ramdenadac man Tavisi samefos naxevari SesTavaza, cxenis micemasac 
daTanxmdeboda). movlenis mcire albaToba, meore mxriv, ganapirobebs gaoce-

basTan (moulodnelobasTan) dakavSirebul interpretacias: `(biWi rom 
gamovida, moWidaves gaecina, aseT bavSvs rogor unda veWidoo. mivida es biWi 
da mokida xeli: aiRo da miwaze rom daanarcxa, misi simZimiT es moWidave 
parkiviT ar gaskda? [muSi simonkaTi aTe markineq parkiSoro va qigexorcquo] 
gaocda yvela kaci, ra sakvirvelia)~ (xub. 1,30-31). winaswarmWvreti varaudi 
prospeqtulia da am gagebiT upirispirdeba TurmeobiTis evidencialur moda-

lobas, romelic aris an araprospeqtuli (retrospeqtuli), radgan awmyo 
`wyaroebis~ mixedviT mixedviT warsulis faqti ivaraudeba, an `admiratiuli~, 
mag.: kai kaci yofilxar (rac ar vicodi). 

 b) kidev erTi tipuri TxrobiTi konstruqcia (3.) aris ori Tanwyobili 
winadadebis Tanmimdevroba, romelsac mosdevs mesame, pasuxi meore winadadebaze 
(e.i. kiTxvaze). misi struqtura mniSvnelovanwilad idiomatizebulia da 

moulodneloba gamoxatulia ufro mTeli konstruqciis meSveobiT, vidre misi 
SemadgenlebiT: `(gamoaRo kari da rom Seixeda SigniT,) naxa magram ra naxa 
[Ziru mara mu Ziru] (– ras naxavs kacis Tvali imaTze ukeTess: _ sami 

angelozis msgavsi qaliSvili (qe) sxedan da WikWikeben)~ (xub. 3,33-34). am 
konstruqciaSi Sesabamisi `pasuxi~ TviT molaparakis mier aris gacemuli, 
kiTxvac da pasuxic erTsa da imave molaparakes ekuTvnis. is ar gadadis erTi 

molaparakisgan meoreze (ar aris `monacvleoba~). isini qmnian momijnave 
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aradialogur wyvils, romlis pirveli nawili (kiTxva) moiTxovs meore 

nawils (pasuxs), rogorc es aris dialogSi. `pasuxi~ (e.i. apodozisi) gamo-
xatavs imas, rasac kiTxvis subieqti (e.i. protagonisti) ar moelis. amave 
dros, adresatisTvis kiTxvas aqvs Semamzadebeli funqcia: es aris kataforuli 

saSualeba, romelic afrTxilebs adresats pasuxis moulodnelobis Sesaxeb.   
 g) damokidebuli winadadebebi, romlebsac bolos -o (4.) aqvT darTuli, 

semantikurad uaxlovdeba zemoxsenebul konstruqcias: `colma rom gadaxada 

sabani, Tavisi qaliSvilebi mkvdari naxa [osurq gamnawy SqarTuni-o, muSi cira 
squalefi Ruelo qoZir]~ (xub. 78,26-27). am konstruqciebSi protazisSi 
SenarCunebulia istoriulad arsebuli kiTxvis zogierTi formaluri niSani 

(morfologiuri forma da misi leqsikurad ganpirobebuli maxvilis modeli, 
magram sxvamxriv is misadagebulia damokidebuli winadadebis formas da dakar-
guli aqvs damoukidebeli ilokuciuri Zala. is damokidebulia im gagebiT, rom 

apodozisis gareSe ar gvxdeba. magram is faqti, rom pasuxadac miuRebelia 
([kiTxva:] colma Tavisi qaliSvilebi mkvdari rodis naxa? [pasuxi:] rodesac 
sabani gadaxada = megruli (muJams) SqarTuni gamnawy-ni, magram ara: *SqarTuni 
gamnawy-o) imaze miuTiTebs, rom sintaqsurad apodozisis (`mTavari 
winadadebis“) Semadgeneli anu daqvemdebarebuli winadadeba ar aris. funqci-
onalurad o-niSniani protazisi, erTi mxriv, imaze mianiSnebs, rom apodozisiT 
gamoxatuli momxdari uSualod mosdevs protazisiT gamoxatul momxdars da, 
meore mxriv, miuTiTebs mTavari winadadebis, apodozisis, or maxasiaTebelze: 
propoziciis Sinaarsis moulodnelobasa da im garemoebaze, rom masSi aRwe-
rili faqtis mowme protazisis subieqtia (e.i. protagonisti). 

 d) rac Seexeba kiTxviT konstruqciebs, romelic gramatizebulia rogorc 
gansazRvrebiTi damokidebuli winadadeba (1.), togo gudavam ivarauda mniSvne-
lovani izoglosi megrulsa da qarTuls Soris: ro-mel- = na-mu- (Sdr. cmel- 
= megruli cimu) rogorc nacvalsaxeli da rogorc kavSiri gviandel Zvel 
qarTulSi (romel > rom). qarTveluri gansazRvrebiTi damokidebuli winada-
debis gaCena, rogorc Cans, unda ganxilul iqnes ufro rogorc kontaqtebiT 

gamowveuli movlena, vidre Sida rekonstruqciis sakiTxi da pragmatuli gare-
moebebiT ganpirobebuli evolucia, risi mcdelobac iyo aq a) da b) punqtebSi. 

 a) da b) konstruqciebSi CarTulia adresati, xolo g) da d) damoki-

debul winadadebebSi, es kavSiri adresatTan gawyvetilia da dakargulia maTi 
ilokuciuri Zalac. 
 
 
 


